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If we succeed in changing lifestyle all together and thinking about 
project even more sustainable for the ecosystem, we could restore the 
conditions for the well-being of our life on the Planet but especially for 

the well-being of our children’s lives.

Dr. Ivo Nardi
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SUMMARY



was an unconventional year in which nature invited us to stop and invest new 

energy in a change towards more environmentally and community friendly 

behaviours.

The health emergency caused by Covid 19 has challenged all companies to 

rethink their business model. In the wake of this new scenario, Perlage Winery 

has also renewed its commitment to safeguarde the planet.

Since 1985, our team has been working professionally to guarantee an organic 

product that meets high quality, environmental and social standards.

As we became a ‘Società Benefit’ in 2019, the document you are reading 

represents the report of our impact as required by national legislation (Law 

208/2015).

INTRODUCTION

presents in figures the environmental, social and economic results achieved in 2020 

and the improvements implemented. 

It consists of 4 impact areas that illustrate: the value created by our way of doing 

business (GOVERNANCE), the commitment to our Employees (PEOPLE), the benefits 

produced for the local Community (COMMUNITY) and for the Environment 

(PLANET). The impact assessment standard is the BImpact Assessment.

This year there is something new! 

For each impact area we have associated the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

of the UN 2030 agenda that we have selected from those most relevant to Perlage. 

In the final part of the Report, you will also find a dedicated in-depth section.

THE YEAR 2020 THE FOURTH SUSTAINABILITY REPORT  

Don't forget to look for this logo to discover our CIRCULAR ECONOMY actions!

Participate in our sustainability, writing to us at info@perlagewines.com and propose your ideas or projects. 

We are always available to evaluate opportunities and/or possible collaborations in line with our mission!
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https://bimpactassessment.net/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.societabenefit.net/cosa-sono-le-societa-benefit/


Governance
THE COMMITMENT TO TRANSPARENCY
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BCORP  RE-CERTIFICATION 
After 3 years from the first certification, Perlage maintains its commitment to use Business as a positive force, and in March 2020 we re-certified BCorp. 

The process lasted about 9 months and ended with the result of 91.7 (+11 points compared to 2016).

The best scores were recorded in the categories: ENVIRONMENT, our strong point, WORKERS and GOVERNANCE.

NOVEMBER 2016
FIRST CERTIFICATION

MARCH 2020
RE-CERTIFICATION

14.8

17.7

3.2

19.3

36.6

GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY

CUSTOMERS

WORKERS

ENVIRONMENT

91.78.0

20.2

N/A

17.1

35.5

GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY

CUSTOMERS

WORKERS

ENVIRONMENT

80.8

GENERAL
SCORE
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GOVERNANCE

https://bcorporation.eu/directory/perlage-winery


CUSTOMERS’ OPINION
During 2020, Perlage sent out a questionnaire to its customers (both Italian and foreign) aimed to understand how the issues of corporate social responsibility and 

sustainability are perceived. 

It was also an excellent opportunity to gather ideas and suggestions about how to improve our environmental and social performance.

Here below we present a summary of the most relevant results:

100%
Give importance to taking care of the well-being of employees and 

collaborators in the company (i.e. corporate welfare, pay equity, safe 

working conditions, work-life balance, etc.)

95%
Consider important a supply chain that values the environment and ensures 

good working conditions
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Reduce CO2 emissions
(carbon dioxide)

Recycle and reuse of the materials 
(packaging, glass, recycled paper..)

Transparency 
(product traceability)

Water foot print 
(water consumption)

Energy consumption and 
efficiency 

(use of renewable energy)

At which theme you think we 

should give more relevance on 

our product packaging?

Very important :-)

Enough important :-|

Not very important :-(
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RECYCLE, REUSE and TRANSPARENCY are the environmental issues on which we should focus and give more emphasis.

GOVERNANCE
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GOVERNANCE

Based on the results of the questionnaire, we carried out a Materiality Analysis. 

This analysis is constructed by cross-referencing the needs expressed by company and its stakeholders, thus highlighting the issues to be prioritised for action with a view to 

planning sustainability activities. 

Each issue will then be ranked according to LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH IMPORTANCE.

MATERIALITY MATRIX 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH
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IMPORTANCE FOR THE STAKEHOLDER

H
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Fighting climate changing
(SDG 13, 13.1)

Sustainable water consumption
(SDG 6, 6.3, 6.4)

Prevention, recycle and reuse of production waste
(SDG 12, 12.5)

Sea pollution prevention through plastic reduction
(SDG 14, 14.1)

Promotion of a healthy, safe and fair work 
environment (SDG 8.5, 8.8)

Transparency and product traceability
(SDG 16, 16.6)

Renewable energy consumption and energy 
efficiency (SDG 13, 13.1)

PLANET - ENVIRONMENT

KEY:

PEOPLE - WORKERS

GOVERNANCE
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GOVERNANCE

AWARDS
In 2020 our wines received several awards both nationally and internationally; repaying the efforts made day after day to offer consumers high quality organic products.

COL DI MANZA

The WineHunter

Red Award

Mundus vini Biofach

Silver Medal
QUORUM

Falsta�

91 points

SGÀJO

Falsta�

88 points

PINOT GRIGIO

The drinks business

Bronze Medal



CERTIFICATIONS
Every certification is an opportunity to grow and improve, which is why Perlage has subjected itself to strict standards in the various company areas. The process of obtaining 

them involves an external audit with a certifying body and then the drawing up of an improvement plan to be followed

Wines produced with organic growing grapes 

(no chemical pesticides or fertilizers)

Organic Certification

Measures the environmental and social impact 

in view of continuous improvements

B CORP Certification

Wines produced without the use of products 

or derivatives of animal origin (clarification by 

products of plant origin)

VEGAN Certification

Ensure the respect of quality and hygiene 

standards

International Food Standard  
and British Retail Consortium
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GOVERNANCE

https://www.perlagewines.com/vini-bio/certificazioni-biologiche/
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GOVERNANCE

We established a partnership with Spiritus Mundi non-profit organisation, 
which works to reforest the Po Valley, one of the most polluted areas in 
Europe.

GOALS 2020

First step of the Project "Filiera 4.0":
mapping of processes and analysis of supply chain actors' needs, case uses, 
identification of certain indicators and data useful for the development of the B2C 
platform

Acting on transparency and product traceability along the
supply chain

GOVERNANCE 1

Target achieved in March 2020 
Perlage scored 91.7Successfully complete BCorp re certification process 

GOVERNANCE 2

Launching local regeneration actions 

ENVIRONMENT 1

We use a special packaging film that reduces the weight of plastic material used to 
wrap a pallet by 65%.Reducing the impact of our packaging 

ENVIRONMENT 2

Questionnaire to customers and distributors in Italy and abroad

Involvement and collection of feedback on our sustainability 

COMMUNITY

OBJECTIVES ACHIEVEDGOALS

https://www.perlagewines.com/news/altromercato-germinal-e-perlage-wines-insieme-per-un-innovativo-progetto-che-valorizza-le-filiere-sostenibili/
https://www.spiritusmundi.eu/


OUR HARVEST 2020

TURNOVER

6.353.000 €
 TURNOVER COMPARED TO 2019

-15%

VALUE CREATED FOR STAKEHOLDER  

Government
6,8% 0,6%

Partners

18,3% 74,3%
EmployeesCompany

V.A.G.L. (GLOBAL VALUE ADDED) 

2,2 MIL €

EMPLOYEES

21

BOTTLES PRODUCED

2.279.000

WINES RANGE

Wines
26 46%

DOCG or DOC

31% 23%
Without denominationIGT

SALE

Prosecco
40% 39%

White wines

21%
Red wines

MARKETS

Foreign
57% 43%

Italy

BUSINESS RELATIONS

Countries all over the world
30+
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GOVERNANCE



People
THE COMMITMENT TO OUR EMPLOYEES 
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THE COMMITMENT TO OUR EMPLYEES

Job positions created in the last
two years (2019-2020)5

Accidents at work 0

Average age of the employees 36

AgeDiversity: % of employees 
over 50 and under 24 years old 33%

Hours of training provided to our employees 72

Average years of permanence in the company 9

Men Women

52% 48%

FULL TIME16

PART TIME5 FIXED TERM WORKERS 2

PERMANENT WORKERS19
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PEOPLE



Planet
OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
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OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

1 2 3 4 5

Vineyard and 
harvest

Cellar operations Storage Bottling
and packaging

Transport

3° PLACE in the contest #IMPRESECIRCOLARI organized by Adiconsum RafCycle, the project 
presented from Perlage had been one of the practices more appreciated by the consumers.

Awareness that natural resources are limited and that their preservation is essential to ensure their use by future generations has led us to adopt sustainable practices 

throughout our supply chain.

Perlage has shown a particular commitment to the circular economy, recognised in 2020 by an award dedicated to this theme.
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PLANET



91%
SEPARATE COLLECTION OF 
WASTE 
Percentage of material intended for 
recycling (plastic-paper-glass), an 
established practice since 2005.

2
TONS OF RECYCLED SILICONE 
PAPER
RafCycle Project
This paper comes from the reels 
where our labels are stuck on. Once 
recycled, it is used to produce the 
back labels of some of our wines.

223
TONS OF CO2 AVOIDED 
Thanks to the use of lighter bottles. 

1271
PLASTIC FILM SAVED 
Material saved thanks to the 
presence of stretchable fibres. 22%

% ELECTRICITY
produced by photovoltaic panels. 

195
TONS OF LEES AND GRAPE MARC 
Sent to the distillery for the 
production of ethyl alcohol, natural 
tartaric acid and Grappa.

40
TONS OF GRAPE STALKS 
Destined to become a nutrient-rich 
compost for the vineyard soil.

297
KG OF CORKS
Quantity of corks given to the 
non-profit organisation I Sogni to 
recycle them into design objects 
(Tappo Divino project).

+35%
WATER CONSUMED COMPARED 
TO 2019 ( 4302 m3 ) 
Increase due to a new sterilisation 
system for the filter and filling 
machine and some modernisation 
work on the public water supply 
system.

INDICATOR

CIRCULAR ECONOMY ACTIONS

PRODUCTION PHASE INVOLVED

Vineyard and 
harvest

Cellar 
operations

Storage Bottling and 
packaging

Transport

KEY

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
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PLANET

https://www.upmraflatac.com/it/
https://sogni.tv/


Community
OUR COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY
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OUR COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY
The year 2020 saw a setback in the events sector, Perlage as many others worked hard to maintain contact with its customers and consumers using the digital channel.

With this purpose, it organised several webinars in collaboration with purchasing groups and commercial partners.

190  subscribers

YouTube

10250 like

Facebook

2117 followers

Instagram

5024 views

Twitter

45190 visits in the 2020

Web site

Stay tuned!

2 Webinars with GAStellina, Gas Favaro and end customers: 
3 hours of sharing content and information about Perlage philosophy and products, 40 participants in total.

1 Webinar + Tasting with Altromercato Verona 
on the theme 'Prosecco, tradition, care for people and territory' lasting 1.30; 30 participants particularly active and interested

1 Video Tasting with Vinoforum - The Social Wine Bar
15 minutes to tell the characteristics of Canah Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG

2 Webinar with Canada Wine Meridian
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COMMUNITY

https://it-it.facebook.com/PerlageOrganicWines/
https://www.instagram.com/perlage_winery/
https://twitter.com/perlagewinery
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2dOTN5plfmG-sY7s1HYVHw
https://www.perlagewines.com/


NETWORKING AN BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY
In carrying out its activities, Perlage aims to establish contacts with companies, associations, non-profit organisations and individuals who share the same values, thus 

generating common benefits.

DEGREE THESIS BY STUDENTS FROM DIFFERENT 
UNIVERSITIES 
interested in our way of doing sustainable business16

CLASSIS INVOLVED
'VIGNETO PLASTIC FREE' a three year project in 
collaboration with Legambiente Sernaglia 2 classes of 
the Cerletti oenological school of
Conegliano involved, in order to identify
alternatives to the use of plastic
in the vineyard 

2

TRAINING INTERSHIPS 
covering a total of 6 months with the acquisition of 
commercial and marketing skills 3

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL INITIATIVES AND 
PROJECTS 
conducted together with public and private 
organisations and local schools and association

9

 COLLABORATIONS WITH LOCAL 
ORGANIZATIONS IN SUSTAINABILITY PROJECTS: 

Altromercato, Azienda Agricola Sammartini, Germinal, 
Vicenza Organic Food, Naturasì, Movimento BCorp, 

Assindustria (working group on sustainability)

4

SUPPLIERS OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 
 with social or environmental certifications 60%

GRAPE SUPPLIERS 
with organic certification

(+92% local suppliers, Veneto region) 100%

ON BREAK
FOR

COVID-19
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COMMUNITY

https://www.legambientesernaglia.it/


SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were proclaimed in September 2015 by the United Nations as a framework to be aligned with by 2030.

The 17 SDGs are contained within a global agenda to which governments, businesses and societies around the world will have to refer for a world in which peace, prosperity, 

inclusion and good governance reign.

              

The 17 SDGs and 169 goals (targets) have a wide scope concerning various interconnected aspects, within the 3 dimensions of economic, social and environmental 

sustainability. 

To measure its performance in terms of the SDGs, Perlage has used the online platform SDGs Action Manager developed by the UN Global Compact organisation in 

collaboration with BLab.

SDG12 RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
dedicated to circular economy practices, supply chain impact assessment, 

communication of sustainability performance

PERLAGE STANDS OUT PARTICULARLY IN THE FOLLOWING POINTS:

SDG14 LIFE UNDER WATER
dedicated to practices aimed at avoiding pollution of the seas, with a focus on the 

entire product life cycle, in particular the use of microplastics and single-use plastics

SDG15 LIFE ON EARTH
dedicated to sustainable land use practices and safeguarding the natural 

environment
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https://bcorporation.net/welcome-sdg-action-manager?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qGNBhD3ARIsAO_o7ym8GKm4J1bpm86bgNgJlcv8G3TyMi6PBou-VscoDEocJeIRBt6oOEEaAhx_EALw_wcB


GOALS 2021

Development of a digital platform for the traceability of the grape-wine chain within the framework of the Project 'Filiera 4.0'
GOVERNANCE 1

Continue the Vineyard Plastic Free project after the setback due to Covid

COMMUNITY 1

Development of a winemaking protocol that allows us to further reduce the use of sulphites in our organic wines, with positive effects in terms 
of quality and consumption

COMMUNITY2

Improving the energy performance of the winemaking process

ENVIRONMENT 1

Improving the performance and accountability of our Circular Economy

ENVIRONMENT 2 / GOVERNANCE 2 
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A virtual tour in Perlage and a glass of good wine, rigorously organic!
Introduction Dr.Ivo Nardi

A virtual tour in Perlage and a glass of good wine, rigorously organic!
Alberto Lorenzon - Italy Sales Manager

Dr. Ivo Nardi together with our grape supplier Annalisa Martignago
The fundamentals of biodynamics

Christmas Lunch 2020

Prize cerimony for the contest Generazioni in Circolo
Ing. Davide Scroccaro

Backstage of the Perlage tutorial:
rediscover the art of bottling at home

A virtual tour in Perlage and a glass of good wine, rigorously organic!
Winemaker Andrea Gallina 

A virtual tour in Perlage and a glass of good wine, rigorously organic!
Elena Elena Brugnera e Marcella Callegari - Export and Sales Manager



PERLAGE SRL
Via Cal del Muner, 16

Farra di Soligo (TV)

www.perlagewines.com
info@perlagewines.com

WORKING TEAM:

Davide Scroccaro, Lara dal Molin,

Alessandra Marton, Giulia Spagnol, Ilenia Suine


